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Docking program GLIDEDocking program GLIDE

Shrödinger is a scientific leader in 
computational drug design for 

h i l d bi h l hpharmaceutical and biotechnology research.

The company's full product offerings range 
f  l l l  d li  from general molecular modeling programs

to a comprehensive suite of drug design 
software including both ligand- and 

structure based methodsstructure-based methods

DRUGDRUG--RECEPTOR INTERACTIONSRECEPTOR INTERACTIONSDRUGDRUG--RECEPTOR INTERACTIONSRECEPTOR INTERACTIONS
General Considerations

- The driving force for the drug-receptor interaction can be considered as a
low energy state of the drug-receptor complex,

- Where kon is the rate constant for formation of the drug-receptor complex,
which depends on the concentration of the drug and the receptor,

- and koff is the rate constant for breakdown of the complex,
which depends on the concentration of the drug-receptor complex
as well as other forcesas well as other forces

- The biological activity of drug is related to its affinity for the receptor,
i.e., the stability of the drug-receptor complex.i.e., the stability of the drug receptor complex.

- This stability is commonly measured by how difficult is for the complex
to dissociate, which is measured by its Kd, the dissociation constant, y ,
for the drug-receptor complex at equilibrium.

LigandLigand--Receptor BindingReceptor Binding
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Basic Thermodynamic RelationshipsBasic Thermodynamic Relationships

Kd = koff/kon = [R][L]/[RL]
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Hydrophobic  Effect
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Thermodynamic profiles of doxorubicinThermodynamic profiles of doxorubicin
and daunorubicin binding to DNAand daunorubicin binding to DNA

J. B. Chaires. Annu. Rev. Biophys. 2008, 37, 135–51.

Docking Geometry EvaluationDocking Geometry EvaluationDocking. Geometry EvaluationDocking. Geometry Evaluation

Rigid docking:
DOCK 3, AutoDock 2.4, GROUP

Flexibility of the ligand:
DOCK 4.0, AutoDock > 3.0, Flex-X

Flexibility of the protein: QXP (parcial), AutoDock 4 (sidechains) 

1st Step Conformational Sampling:
Monte Carlo, simmulated annealing (QXP, AutoDock 2.4)
Incremental building of the ligand inside the cavity of the protein (DOCK  FlexX)Incremental building of the ligand inside the cavity of the protein (DOCK, FlexX)
Genetic algorithm (GOLD)
Lamarkian genetic algorithm (AutoDock 3 and 4) 
Systematic (FRED  Glide)Systematic (FRED, Glide)



Docking. Energy EvaluationDocking. Energy Evaluation
2nd Step Selection of the final docked conformations: based on a scoring function.

The Scoring function makes an estimation of
the binding energy between the ligand and the receptor. 

The interaction between two molecules comes
from the sum of non-bonding intermolecular forces: 

- Electrostatic or ionic
H d  b d- Hydrogen bonds

- van der Waals
- Entropic changes

Force-fields-based functions: energy is evaluated by a force-field.

Empirical scoring functions: try to reproduce experimental data by fitting parameters such as 
binding energy or closely related factors such as IC50, etc.

Knowledge-based scoring functions: are usually implemented to reproduce experimental 
structures. 

Many programs exist. They differ in:Many programs exist. They differ in:
th li l ith- the sampling algorithm

- the handling of ligand and protein flexibility
- the scoring function

GLIDE GLIDE (www.schrodinger.com)(www.schrodinger.com)

Overview of Docking Methodology: Glide docking hierarchyOverview of Docking Methodology: Glide docking hierarchy

1- GRIDS. Preprocessing step: representation of the shape and properties
f th tof the receptor.

2- PRESCREENING. Production of a set of initial ligand conformations.
Initial screens. Systematic search algorithm. Hierarchical filters.

3- Ligand minimization in the field of the receptor (OPLS-AA force field)g p ( )

4- MC of the lowest-energy poses (best candidates)

5- Final scoring:. Prediction of binding affinities and rank-ordering of ligands.
Emodel: combination of GlideScore + lig-rec MM interaction E + ligand strain E

Glide Hierarchical Docking StrategyGlide Hierarchical Docking Strategy
• Funnel: site point search diameter test subset test greedy score 

refinement grid-based energy optimization GlideScore

Glide’s docking algorithm
approximates a completepp p
systematic search over
ligand positions, orientations,
and conformations
in the receptor site.
Increasingly demanding
tests are applied as the

h  i  d dsearch space is reduced.

J. Med. Chem. 2004, 47, 1739-1749
J. Med. Chem. 2004, 47, 1750-1759



Generation of ConformersGeneration of Conformers
Glide generates and docks many core conformations,
But treats the rotamer groups sequentially, rather than combinatorially.
This speeds up the calculation.p p

rotamer Definition of core and
rotamer groups:
the four internal rotatable bonds

t f th i
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J. Med. Chem. 2004, 47, 1739-1749g p

Ligand PlacementLigand Placement

J. Med. Chem. 2004, 47, 1739-1749

Stage 1 - Fast Site-Point Search

•Generate grid of site points in the binding site

•Pre-compute histograms of distances betweenPre-compute histograms of distances between
site point and receptor surface in grid setup

•Compare site point-receptor surface histograms
with the ligand center-ligand surface histogram

•Reject mismatched site pointsj p

Stage 2 - Rough ScoringStage 2 - Rough Scoring

•Diameter test: check steric clashes of atom
near ligand diameter for different orientations
of the ligand diameterof the ligand diameter

•Subset test: rotate about ligand diameter;
score atoms capable of making H-bonds,
ligand-metal interactions

•Greedy scoring: score all atom positions ±1 Å
in x,y,z directions; use best score

•Refinement: move whole ligand ±1 Å in x,y,z
directions and re-score; reduce number of;
poses for energy minimization



St 3 E Mi i i tiStage 3 – Energy Minimization

•Use OPLS-AA, vdW and electrostatic grids

•Anneal from soft to hard potentialAnneal from soft to hard potential
* Smoothing reduces large initial
energy/gradient terms from close
contacts permits freer movement

•Also optimize torsional angles when doingAlso optimize torsional angles when doing
flexible docking

U M t C l t l b• Use Monte Carlo moves to explore nearby
torsional minima for a small number of
low-energy posesgy p

St 4 Fi l S iStage 4 – Final Scoring
- Choose best pose(s) based on Emodel (proprietary),
a combination of:a combination of:

* Coulomb-vdW energygy
* GlideScore (enhanced version of ChemScore)
* Internal strain energy (E internal)

(comparing conformers)

- Final scoring based on GlideScore:g

* GlideScore SP and HTVS (“softer” function,
database screening applications)database screening applications)

* GlideScore XP (“harder” function”, lead optimization)

J. Med. Chem. 2006, 49, 6177-6196

GLIDE XP Scoring Function

In addition to unique water desolvation energy terms,q gy ,
protein-ligand structural motifs leading to enhanced binding affinity are included:

(1) hydrophobic enclosure where groups of lipophilic ligand atoms
are enclosed on opposite faces by lipophilic protein atoms,

(2) neutral-neutral single or correlated hydrogen bonds
in a hydrophobically enclosed environment,

(3) five categories of charged-charged hydrogen bonds.

J. Med. Chem. 2006, 49, 6177-6196

GLIDE: Docking Function

Improved model of hydrophobic interactions:
Hydrophobic enclosure
XP empirically optimized based on enrichment studies using large data sets to detect such regions and 
assign “extra” binding affinity

Ligand group interacting with two
distinct hydrophobic environments:distinct hydrophobic environments:

hydrophobic “plane”

enclosed in a hydrophobic cavity

J. Med. Chem. 2006, 49, 6177-6196The naphthyl group receives a -4.5 kcal/mol hydrophobic 
enclosure packing reward

enclosed in a hydrophobic cavity



Maestro

Maestro is the unified interface for all Schrödinger software

- Visualization programsua a o p og a

- More than just a visualization
program (data: organizationprogram (data: organization,
analysis, etc)

Computed results are automatically- Computed results are automatically
returned and incorporated
into projects

Maestro

Maestro: project Table

LigPrep   

LigPrep: Versatile generation of accurate 3D molecular models 

- 2D to 3D structure conversions- 2D to 3D structure conversions
- Including: tautomeric, stereochemical, 
and ionization variations

Energy minimization- Energy minimization
- Flexible filters to generate customized
ligand libraries

Prot Preparation

Protein Preparation Wizard: building of all-atom protein models 

Need of accurate starting structures

- Common problems
- missing hydrogen atoms

i l t id h i d l- incomplete side chains and loops
- ambiguous protonation states
- flipped residues, etc.



Prot Preparation

Protein Preparation Wizard: building of all-atom protein models 

- Import full PDB files
- Add missing hydrogen atoms

C t t l i i ti t t- Correct metal ionization states
- Bond orders to HET groups
- Remove co-crystallized water molecules

C t i t i i ith ACE d NMA id- Cap protein termini with ACE and NMA residues
- Missing atoms or multiple occupancies
- Build out side chains and loops with missing atoms

P t t- Pre-process structures
- Ligand protonation state
- Protonation states for His

O ti i ti f t i ' HB t k- Optimization of protein's HBs network
- Restrained minimization on hydrogen atoms
to relax strained bonds, angles, and clashes

Glide      

Glide: Ligand-Receptor docking

Glide offers the full spectrum of speed and accuracy from high-throughput
virtual screening of millions of compounds to extremely accurate binding
mode predictions, providing consistently high enrichment at every levelmode predictions, providing consistently high enrichment at every level

Glide      

Glide: Ligand-Receptor docking

Glide      

Glide: Ligand-Receptor docking



Glide      

Glide: Ligand-Receptor docking

The Glide XP Visualizer panel
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